Class of 1975 – House Reps for 45th Reunion - 2020 as of April 26, 2018

Albright Lloyd Lewis Eagan (House Rep Coordinator)
Baldwin Cathy Plough Gale
Capen Debbie Lawson Cleveland
Chapin Lisa Randall and Sarah Shaw Gilmore
Chase
Clark
Comstock Pam Hathaway Przybylski
Cushing Debbie Gastler & Mittie Jordan
Cutter
Dawes Betsy Neisner
Dewey Leigh Cobb
Drew
Duckett
Emerson
Gardiner
Gillette Judy Maxwell
Haven
Hopkins A&B Kathy Logue
Hubbard Andi Acker Strone
King Andi Acker Strone
Lamont Robin Clark
Lawrence Heidi Sjostrom
Morris Deb Hoadley
Morrow Barbara Fitzgerald
Northrop
Off Campus
Park Beverly Tomb
Parsons & Parsons Annex Julie Hannon Indge
Scales Pat Byram
Sessions Pam Kerr
Talbot Adele Durham
Tenney
Tyler Ann Rasenberger
Washburn Marion Herz
Wilder Mary Harvey (also Class President)
Wilson Jane Mossman Clark & Margie Bloom
Ziskind
150 Elm (Ada Comstock) Paula Schlinge